NOTICE INVITING TENDER

Tender No.: BARC/IF3/01/2019/TE/ 170961

Tender Due Date: 20/09/2019

Subject: Inviting quotations for “Design, fabrication, supply and installation of continuous duty, low flow rate, high precision & stable, compact & leak proof, seal-less, pumping system for lab scale Wet Processing Setup at IF3, BARC.”

Sealed quotations are invited for and on behalf of the President of India for “Design, fabrication, supply and installation of continuous duty, low flow rate, high precision & stable, compact & leak proof, seal-less, pumping system for lab scale Wet Processing Setup at IF3, BARC”.

The following should be superscribed on the top of envelope containing quotation:
- Tender due date and subject
- Tender No.,
- Party's Name & address and “Kind Attention to: D K Verma, Technical Officer, IF3, BARC, Mumbai-85”

Sealed offers should reach at the following address by SPEED POST (INDIAN POST) on or before DUE DATE: 20/09/2019, TIME: 16:00 Hrs.

Address: To,
Head, IF3
South Site, BARC
Trombay, Mumbai-085
Tel. 022 2559 4473
Important Notes:

- The job is "important and urgent" in nature, hence vendor is expected to have a clear understanding of the job so that execution can be fast. **Hence, the vendor should be present in the Pre-bid meeting with the purchaser.**

- Vendor / Contractor coming for pre-bid meeting should take prior appointment by Shri D K Verma (E-mail Id: dkverma@barc.gov.in, contact: 022-25594473).

- Vendor(s) should have sufficient expertise in design and fabrication of low flow rate, leak proof and seal-less pumping systems. The vendor **should provide supporting documentary proof, at the time of pre-bid meeting.**

- Vendor/Contractor should provide the copy of **Police Verification Certificate** for his Supervisor and Workers to be deputed for the above-mentioned work at BARC, at the time of pre-bid meeting.

- **Work completion period: 08 weeks** from the date of the releasing the work order. The work completion schedule should be strictly adhered with. Any delay, which is attributable to the contractor, is liable for penalty @ 0.5% per week (max 5.0%) on total work order value.

- **The hard copy/soft copy of tender enquiry will be issued to the Vendor/Contractor by hand / e-mail on all working days from 11:00 hrs to 1200 hrs. Tender due date is 20/09/2019, Time: 1600 hrs.**

(D K Verma)
Technical Officer-D, IF3
Tel: 022- 25594473,
dkverma@barc.gov.in

(Santanu Das)
Superintendent, PPL, IF3